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Abstract
X-ray free-electron lasers (FELs) rely on SASE due to the lack of seed lasers and the difficulty in
obtainingmirrors. Progress in diamond crystal Braggmirrors enables the design of x-ray FEL
oscillators. Regenerative amplifiers (RAFELs) are high gain/low-Q oscillators that out-couplemost of
the optical power. An x-ray RAFEL based on the LCLS-II at SLACusing a six-mirror resonator out-
coupling 90%ormore through a pinhole in thefirst downstreammirror is analyzed using the
MINERVA simulation in the undulator andOPC for the resonator. Results show substantial powers at
the fundamental (3.05 keV) and 3rd harmonic (9.15 keV).

1. Introduction

Development of x-ray free electron lasers (XFELs)began in theUnited Stateswith theproposal for theLinacCoherent
Light Source (LCLS) at the StanfordLinearAcceleratorCenter (SLAC) culminatingwithfirst lasing in2009 [1]. The
success of the LCLS encouraged thedevelopment of otherXFELsworldwide [2–4].Due to the lackof seed lasers at
x-raywavelengths, however, eachof these facilities rely upon self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) inwhich
theopticalfield grows fromelectron shot noise to saturation in a single pass through a longundulator.While pulse
energies of the order of 2milliJoules have been achieved atÅngstrom to sub-Ångstromwavelengths, SASE exhibits
shot-to-shotfluctuations in theoutput spectra andpower of about 10%–20%.Formany applications, these
fluctuations areundesirable, and efforts areunderway tofindalternatives, including, amongst others, self-seeding
[5, 6], which improves the temporal coherence at the expense of larger pulse-to-pulse energyfluctuations.

The utility of an x-ray FELoscillator (XFELO)has beenunder study for a decade [7–14]making use of
resonators based uponBragg scattering fromhigh-reflectivity diamond crystals [15–19]. The development of these
crystals is amajor breakthrough in the path toward anXFELO.Estimates indicate that using a superconducting rf
linac producing 8 GeVelectrons at a 1MHz repetition rate is capable of producing 1010 photons per pulse at a
0.86 Åwavelengthwith a FWHMbandwidth of about 2.1×10−7. This design is consistentwith the LCLS-II high
energy upgrade [20]. As a consequence, anXFELOona facility such as theLCLS-II andLCLS-II-HE is expected to
result in a decrease in SASEfluctuations in thepower and spectrumand tonarrow the spectral linewidth.

Aswith themajority of FELOs to date [21–23], the aforementionedXFELOs use low gain/high-Q resonators
with transmissive out-coupling through thin diamond crystals [14]. Potential difficulties with low-gain/high-Q
resonators derive from sensitivities to electron beam characteristics andmirror loading and alignments.While
experiments show that diamond crystals can sustain relatively high thermal and radiation loads [17, 24],
transmissive out-coupling cannot be easily achieved at the photon energies of interest here.Hence, we consider
anXFELOdesignwith high out-coupling efficiency using a pinhole diamondmirror based on a regenerative
amplifier (RAFEL) [25, 26].

The RAFEL is based on a high-gain/low-Q resonator where themajority of the power is out-coupled on each
pass [27]. Typically, this ranges from90% to 95%of the power. Hence, themirror loading is significantly
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reduced relative to that in a high-Q resonator. Since the interaction in a RAFEL optically guides the light, the
opticalmode is characterized by high purity withM2≈1whether hole or transmissive out-coupling is used
[28]. Thismight include an unstable resonator; however, it was shown by Siegman [29] that gain guiding, such as
in an free-electron laser (FEL), will stabilize a resonator that is otherwise (i.e. in vacuo) unstable.

The properties of a RAFEL are similar to SASE FELs in someways [28, 29]. Since a RAFEL employs a high-
gain undulator, peak gain is found on-resonance, and the Pierce parameter, ρ, determines the efficiency (η≈ρ)
and spectral linewidth (Δω/ω≈ρ), assuming no additional spectralfiltering within the resonator. In contrast
to low-gain oscillators where themode structure is governed largely by the resonator, there is strong optical
guidingwithin the undulator in a RAFEL and this is an important factor controlling the transversemode
structure. It should be noted that low-gain oscillators at longwavelengthswhere short undulatorsmay be used
often exhibit higher efficiencies than either FEL amplifiers or SASE FELs because the efficiency scales as
η≈1/2Nw [30] and this is often higher than the Pierce parameter. However, a low-gainXFELOwould require a
long undulator and the efficiencywould likely be no higher than that of a RAFEL. As in a low-gainXFELO, the
RAFELwill improve the temporal coherence with respect to SASE due tomultiple passes of the optical field
through the resonator.

In this paper, we analyze an x-ray RAFEL based upon a six-mirror resonator composed of diamond crystal
Bragg reflectors. High-efficiency out-coupling is achieved through a pinhole in one of the diamond crystals.We
consider that the resonator is implemented on the LCLS-II beamline at SLACusing theHXR (i.e. high energy
x-ray) undulator and produces x-ray photons at energies of 3.05 keV in the fundamental and 9.15 keV at the 3rd
harmonic. Simulations are conducted using theMINERVA simulation code [31, 32] for the undulator
interaction and the optics propagation code (OPC) to describe the propagation of the x-rays through the
resonator [33, 34].

OPCwasmodified to treat reflections from the diamond crystal Braggmirrors where themirror losses and
angles of reflection depend on the crystal orientation/geometry, the x-ray energy andwavelength. X-ray Bragg
mirrors typically have a very narrow reflection bandwidth and a narrow angle of acceptance [35]. To handle this,
OPCfirst calculates a temporal Fourier transform. For the RAFEL, and for computational efficiency, this is done
once at the beginning of the optical pathwhen the opticalfield is passed fromMINERVA toOPC and the
propagation is performed in thewavelength domain, i.e. eachwavelength is independently propagated through
the resonator. An inverse Fourier transform is calculated at the end of the optical path, before thefield is handed
back toMINERVA. As the opticalfield inside the cavity is typically not collimated, a spatial Fourier transform in
the transverse coordinates is calculated for each of thewavelengths when a Braggmirror is encountered. Each
combination of transverse and longitudinal wavenumber corresponds to a certain photon energy and angle of
incidence on the Braggmirror and these parameters are used to calculate the complex reflection and
transmission coefficients of the Braggmirror [35]. After applying the appropriate parameter to the optical field,
depending onwhether it is reflected or transmitted, the inverse spatial Fourier transform is calculated and the
field is propagated to the next optical element along the path until the end is reached.

MINERVA/OPChas been validated by comparisonwith the 10 kWUpgrade experiment at Jefferson
Laboratory [31, 36] and has also been used to simulate a RAFELwith a ring resonator [28]. Hence,MINERVA/
OPC is capable of simulating FELOs at wavelengths from the infrared through the x-ray spectra.

2. The diamond crystal resonator

Weconsider a six-crystal, tunable, compact cavity [18] as illustrated infigure 1 (the top view is shown in (a) and
the side view is shown in (b)). The crystals are arranged in a non-coplanar (3D) scattering geometry. There are
two backscattering units comprising three crystals (C1, C2, andC3) on one side of the undulator and three crystals
(C4, C5, andC6) on the other side. Collimating and focusing elements are shown asCRL1,2, which could be
grazing-incidencemirrors but are represented in the figure by another possible alternative—compound
refractive lenses [37, 38]. In each backscattering unit, three successive Bragg reflections take place from three
individual crystals to reverse the direction of the beam from the undulator. Assuming that all the crystals and
Bragg reflections are the same, the Bragg angles can be chosenwithin the range 30°<θ<90°; however, Bragg
angles close to θ=45° should be avoided to ensure high reflectivity for both linear polarization components, as
the reflection plane orientations for each crystal change. The cavity allows for tuning the photon energy in a large
spectral range by synchronously changing all Bragg angles. In addition, to ensure constant time offlight, the
distance L (which brackets the undulator), and the distance between crystals as characterized byH have to be
changedwith θ. The lateral sizeG is kept constant as the resonator is tuned.

Because theC1C6 andC3C4 lines are fixed, intra-cavity radiation can be out-coupled simultaneously for
several users at different places in the cavity, althoughwe only consider out-coupling throughC1 at the present
time.Out-coupling through crystals C1 andC4 aremost favorable, since the direction of the out-coupled beams
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do not changewith photon energy, but out-coupling formore users through crystals C3 andC6 are also possible.
Suchmulti-user capability is in stark contrast with present SASE beamlines which support one user at a time.

We consider that the electron beampropagates from right to left through the undulator and the out-
coupling is accomplished through a pinhole in thefirst downstreammirror (C1).

3. Rafel simulations

Weconsider the LCLS-II beamline [20] corresponding to an electron energy of 4.0 GeV, a bunch charge in the
range of 10–30 pCwith an rms bunch duration (length) at the undulator of 2.0–173 fs (0.6–52 μm) and a
repetition rate of 1 MHz. The peak current at the undulator is 1000 Awith a normalized emittance of 0.2–0.7
mmmrad, and an rms energy spread of about 125–1500 keV.

We consider theHXRundulator [20] in conjunctionwith this beamlinewhich is a plane-polarized, hybrid
permanentmagnet undulatorwith a variable gap, a period of 2.6 cm, and a peak field of 10 kG. EachHXR
undulator has 130 periods, andwe consider that the first and last period describe an entry/exit taper. There is a
total of 32 segments that can be installed. The break sections between the undulators are 1.0 m in length and
contain quadrupoles, BPMs, etc althoughwe only consider the quadrupoles in the simulationwhichwe consider
to be located in the center of the breaks. The quadrupoles are assumed to be 7.4 cm in lengthwith afield gradient
of 1.71 kG cm−1.

A fundamental resonance at 3.05 keV (≈4.07 Å) implies anundulatorfield of 5.61 kG.Weassume that the
electronbeamhas a normalized emittance of 0.45mmmrad and a relative energy spreadof 1.25×10−4,
corresponding to the nominal design specification for theLCLS-II. This yields a Pierce parameter ofρ≈5.4×
10−4. In order tomatch this beam into theundulator/FODO line, the initial beam size in the x-dimension
(y-dimension) is 37.87 μm (31.99 μm)withTwissαx=1.205 (αy=−0.8656). Note that this yieldsTwiss
βx=24.95 mandβy=17.80 m.

The resonator dimensionswere fixed bymeans of estimates of the gain using theMingXie parameterization
[39] andMINERVA simulations that indicated that about 40–60 mof undulator would be required to operate as
a RAFEL. As such, we fixed the distance, L, between the twomirrors, C1 andC6, framing the undulator as 130 m,
which is also the distance separating the twomirrors, C3 andC4. In studying the cavity tuning via time-
dependent simulations, L allowed to varywhile holdingfixed the configurations of the backscattering units. The
compound refractive lenses are placed symmetrically around the undulator and are designed to place the optical
focus at the center of the undulator in vacuo. In this study, the focal length is approximately 94.5 m.

In order to out-couple the x-rays through a transmissivemirror at thewavelength of interest, the diamond
crystal would need to be impractically thin (about 5 μm); hence, we consider out-coupling through a hole in the
first downstreammirror.We consider all themirrors to be 100 μmthick and that the out-coupling of the
fundamental is through a hole in thefirst downstreammirror (C1). Due to the high computational requirements
of time-dependent simulations, we beginwith an optimization of the RAFELwith respect to the hole radius and
the undulator length using steady-state (i.e. time-independent) simulations.

The choice of hole radius is important because if the hole is too small then the bulk of the power remains
within the resonatorwhile if the hole is too large then the losses become too great and theRAFEL cannot lase.
The results for the optimization of the hole radius indicate that the optimumhole radius is 135 μmwhich allows

Figure 1.Tunable, six-crystal resonator [18].
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for 90%out-coupling, wherewe fixed the undulator line to consist of 11HXRundulator segments. This is
shown infigure 2wherewe plot the output power as a function of pass number for the optimumhole radius and
the variation in the saturated powerwith the hole radius (inset) based upon time-independent simulations.

A local optimization on the undulator length for a hole radius of 135 μm is shown infigure 3wherewe plot
the peak recirculating power (left axis) and the average output power (right axis), andwhich is also based upon
time-independent simulations. The error bars in thefigure indicate the level of pass-to-pass fluctuations in the
powerwhich is generally smaller than the level of shot-to-shotfluctuations in SASE.Note that while this
represents steady-state simulations, the average power is calculated under the assumption of an electron bunch
with aflat-top temporal profile having a duration of 24 fs which yields a duty factor of 2.4×10−8. Each point in
thefigure refers to a given number ofHXRundulators ranging from9–13 segments. It is evident from thefigure
that the optimum length is 47.18 mcorresponding to 11 segments, as this length bothmaximizes the average
output power and is close to theminimum in the pass-to-pass powerfluctuations. Note thatwhile the output
power drops quickly when the hole size increases beyond the optimumvalue (seefigure 2), the output power
changesmore gradual and almost symmetric when the number of undulator segments deviate from the
optimumnumber (see figure 3).

Having optimized the hole radius and the undulator length, we now turn to time-dependent simulations of
the RAFEL under the above-mentioned assumption of electron bunches with aflat-top temporal profile having
a full width duration of 24 fs and a peak current of 1000 A. This corresponds to a bunch charge of 24 pC. This is
within the expected range for the LCLS-II but is not themaximumpossible charge; hence, further simulations
using a higher chargemay yield still higher output power than found here.We further assume an rms energy
spread of 0.0125% (the nominal value for the LCLS-II) and take the hole radius in the first downstreammirror
(C1) equal to 135μm.The simulationwas setup to have a bandwidth of 0.8%.We consider start-up fromnoise

Figure 2.Output power versus pass for a hole radius of 135 μmand the output power as a function of hole radius (inset) as obtained
from time-independent simulations.

Figure 3.Optimization on undulator length as obtained from time-independent simulations.
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on the electron beamon thefirst pass (with noise included in the simulations for each successive pass as well) and
since the RAFEL employs a high-gain undulator line the pulse energy after thefirst pass reaches about 5 nJ, and
subsequent growth is rapid despite an out-coupling from the first downstreammirror of about 90%of the
incident pulse. Typically, saturation is achieved after about 15–25 passes.

The detuning curve definingwhat cavity lengths are synchronizedwith the repetition rate of the electrons is
shown infigure 4. The synchronous cavity length (the so-called zero-detuning length) is Lvac=c/frep, where Lvac
denotes the synchronous, roundtrip cavity length for the vacuum resonator, frep is the repetition rate and c is the
speed of light in vacuo. Here Lvac=299.792 4580 m. As theflat-top temporal profile of an electron bunch
corresponds to a bunch length of about 7.2 μm,we expect synchronism for cavity lengths in the range of
Lvac− 7.2 μm<Lcav<Lvac+7.2 μm,where Lcav denotes the total roundtrip length of the cavity. This is
indeed observed infigure 4.Once the cavity is detuned bymore than the electron bunch length (either positive or
negative) the RAFEL fails to lase. As shown in thefigure, since the single-pass gain is high in a RAFEL, this
transition to complete desynchronization occurs rapidly. It is important to remark that the ‘sharp transitions’
shown in the figure derive from the high gain combinedwith our assumption of aflat-top temporal profile.We
note that the output pulse energy at the peak of the detuning curve is about 21.2μJ and the average output power
is about 21.2W for 3.05 keVphotons. For an assumed bunch duration of 24 fs and a repetition rate of 1 MHz,
this implies that the output power per pulsewould be about 880MWand the long-term average output power is
about 21.2W.

The evolution of the output energy at the fundamental and the 3rd harmonic, and the spectral linewidth of
the fundamental, versus pass are shown infigure 5 for a detuning of 5 μmwhich is close to the peak in the
detuning curve (figure 4).While it is not evident in the figure, the rmsfluctuation in the energy frompass to pass
is about 0.3μJ (<2%), as derived from14 post saturation passes through the RAFEL. At least as important as the
output power is that the linewidth contracts substantially during the exponential growth phase and remains
constant through saturation. Starting with a relative linewidth of about 3.7×10−4 after thefirst pass,
corresponding to non-saturated SASE, the linewidth contracts to about 6.0×10−5 at saturationwith a pass-to-
pass rmsfluctuation of about±2%.The relative linewidth after the first pass through the undulator is somewhat
smaller than the predicted saturated SASE linewidth based on 1D theory [40]which is approximately 5×10−4.
Hence, the RAFEL is expected to have both high average power and a stable narrow linewidth.

The 3rd harmonic grows parasitically fromhigh powers/pulse energies at the fundamental in a single pass
through the undulator [41] and has been shown to reach output intensities of 0.1% that of the fundamental in a
variety of FEL configurations, and this is what wefind in the RAFEL simulations. As shown infigure 5, the 3rd
harmonic intensity remains small until the fundamental pulse energy reaches about 1μJ after which it grows
rapidly and saturates after about 12 passes. This is close to the point at which the fundamental saturates as well.
The saturated pulse energies at the 3rd harmonic reach about 0.067μJ. Given a repetition rate of 1 MHz, this
corresponds to a long-term average power of 67 mW.

A comparison of the performance of the RAFELwith that of an equivalent SASE FEL based upon the same
electron beam/undulator/FODO line, which is long enough to reach saturation, shows that the RAFEL exhibits
comparable pulse energy and narrower linewidth than the SASE FELwith smaller rmsfluctuations. SASE
simulations using 15 different noise seeds, which achieves convergence of the average pulse energy towithin a
few percent, indicates that the average pulse energy is about 22.8μJ with an rmsfluctuation of±4%which is

Figure 4.Cavity detuning curve.
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comparable to the 21.2μJ found for the RAFEL.However, the average relative linewidth in SASE is about
4.3×10−4 with afluctuation of±16%,which is significantly larger than that found for the RAFEL.

The reduction in the linewidth after saturation shown infigure 5 indicates that a substantial level of
longitudinal coherence has been achieved in the saturated regime. The RAFEL starts from shot noise on the
beamduring thefirst pass through the undulator. Despite the large roundtrip loss ofmore than 98%, the optical
energy returned to the undulator is still dominant over the noise and longitudinal coherence develops over the
subsequent passes. This is depicted infigure 6, which shows the evolution of the normalized optical spectrum
with increasing pass number. The optical spectrum is normalized to themaximum spectral power density for
each pass to allow easy comparison of the shape of the spectrum. Figure 6 is derived from a second simulation
using exactly the same parameters as forfigure 5 except for shot-noise in the electron bunches. Both simulations
show that the opticalfield becomes independent of the shot-noise in the electron bunches in less than 5 passes
through the RAFEL. Figure 6 shows that only about 3 roundtrips are needed before the optical spectrum
condensates into itsfinal shape. That only such a small number of roundtrips are needed is due to the additional
spectralfiltering by the Braggmirrors.

Hence, we expect that the temporal profile of the optical field after thefirst pass will exhibit the typical spiky
structure associatedwith SASE andwill strongly depend on the shot-noise in the first electron bunch. Indeed,
this is depicted infigures 7 and 8which shows the temporal profile and associated optical spectrum at the
undulator exit after the first pass for the simulation thatwas used to produce figure 5. Comparing the spectrum
shown infigure 8with the spectrum shown in figure 6 for pass one of the other simulation, we observe the
fluctuations expected from the different shot-noise in the electron bunches. The number of temporal spikes

Figure 5.Evolution of the fundamental pulse energy (blue, left) and the 3rd harmonic (green), as well as the linewidth (red, right).
Note, only about half of the post-saturation passes are shown in thisfigure.

Figure 6.Evolution of the normalized optical spectrumwith increasing pass number. Same parameters as for figure 5 except for shot-
noise in the electron bunches.
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expected for saturated SASE,Nspikes, is given approximately byNspikes≈lb/(2πlc), where lb is the rms bunch
length and lc is the coherence length. For the present case, lb≈7.2 μmand lc≈60 nm; hence, we expect that
Nspikes≈19.We observe about 14 spikes infigure 7which is in reasonable agreementwith the expectation. Note
that the time axis encompasses the timewindowused in the simulation.

As indicated infigure 5, the linewidth after the first pass is of the order of 3.7×10−4 which is relatively
broad and corresponds to the interaction due to SASE. The spectral narrowing that is associatedwith the
development of longitudinal coherence as the interaction approaches saturation (see figure 6) results in a
smoothing of the temporal profile. This is illustrated infigure 9, wherewe plot the temporal profiles of the
opticalfield at the undulator exit corresponding to passes 12–16which are after saturation has been achieved
(left axis). As shown in the figure, the temporal pulse shapes frompass-to-pass are relatively stable and exhibit a
smooth plateauwith awidth of about 23–24 fs which corresponds to, and overlaps, the flat-top profile of the
electron bunches which is shownon the right axis. Significantly, the smoothness of the profiles corresponds with
the narrow linewidth that results fromboth having an oscillator configuration aswell as the spectral filtering
caused by the Braggmirrors. Both the pass-to-pass stability and smoothness of the output pulses contrast
markedlywith the large shot-to-shot fluctuations and the spikiness expected from the output pulses in
pure SASE.

For clarity, the narrow relative linewidth in this regime of about 7.3×10−5 at the undulator exit is shown
again infigure 10 after pass 16 and corresponds to the temporal profile shown infigure 9. Such a narrow
linewidth aswell as the smooth temporal profiles are associatedwith longitudinal coherence after saturation is
achieved.

Figure 7.Temporal profile of the optical pulse at the undulator exit after thefirst pass.

Figure 8. Spectrum at the undulator exit after thefirst pass for the temporal profile shown infigure 7.
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4. Summary and conclusion

In this paper, we described an x-ray RAFEL using a six-mirror resonator composed offlat diamond crystal Bragg
reflectors, one equippedwith pinhole out-coupling, that is stabilizedwith two compound refractive lenses. The
advantages of an x-ray RAFEL are demonstrated using nominal LCLS-II-like parameters, i.e. assuming a
4.0 GeV beamwith aflat-top temporal pulse profile and theHXRundulator.We studied the generation of
3.05 keV (4.07 Å) x-rays, whichwere out-coupled through a hole in thefirst downstreammirrorwhose
optimum radius was found to be 135 μmand throughwhichmore than 90%of the x-ray energywas out-
coupled. Assuming 24 pC electron bunches and a nominal energy spread of 1.25×10−4, simulations indicate
that the peak out-coupled pulse energy was about 21.2μJ yielding an average output power of 21.2W. The
spectral widthwas found to decreasemarkedly with saturation. Third harmonic outputwas significant reaching
average output powers of about 60 mW. It was found that only a few roundtrips (<5)were required for fully
developed longitudinal coherence, which ismainly due to the spectralfiltering of the Braggmirrors. Further, the
output pulse shapes closely correspond to the temporal profile of the electron bunches and are relatively smooth
and stable frompass-to-pass.

In comparisonwith an equivalent saturated SASE FEL, the RAFEL produces comparable pulse energies with
amuch shorter undulator with amore stable output and narrower linewidth. Thefluctuations in the pulse
energy in the RAFEL are smaller than that for SASE bymore than a factor of two. In addition, the relative
linewidth in the RAFEL is smaller than for SASE by a factor of about seven and the fluctuations in the relative
linewidth are smaller by a factor of about eight for the system investigated here.

Similar performance is expected for photon energies other than 3.05 keV as the resonator comprised of the
Braggmirrors can be tuned over a large rang of photon energies by appropriate rotation of the Braggmirrors

Figure 9.Temporal profiles of the x-ray pulse at the undulator exit (left) and the electron bunch profile (right).

Figure 10. Spectrum at the undulator exit after pass 16 for the temporal profile shown infigure 9.
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while retaining its reflective properties. Using a different temporal profile for the electron buncheswould not
fundamentally change the characteristics of the x-ray RAFEL. For example, using a parabolic temporal profile in
an infrared RAFEL still produces temporally smooth optical pulses [28]. As such, we conclude that an x-ray
RAFELmay constitute an important alternative to SASEXFELs.

The present state-of-the-art in the production of diamond crystals provides nearlyflawless diamond crystals
featuring close to 99%Bragg reflectivity of hard x-rays [16]. A new aspect of the present study is the proposed
out-coupling through a pinhole in one of the diamond crystalmirrors. In the present case, we considered a
pinhole with a diameter of 270 μm.Diamond is one of the hardestmaterials and is chemically inert.Mechanical
or chemical (including plasma etching)machining techniques are slow and inefficient. An important issue,
therefore, is whether diamondmirrors with pinholes can bemanufacturedwith the high crystalline perfection
necessary to ensure high Bragg reflectivity.

In our opinion, laser ablation is an appropriatemethod for the fabrication of pinhole diamond crystal
mirrors, and offers away to control the crystal hole form fidelity. Use of ultra-short (picosecond or
femtosecond) laser pulses are essential, as they canmillmaterials with a small amount of heating and residual
damage. The recently demonstrated feasibility ofmanufacturing diamond parabolic lenses [42, 43] and
diamond drumhead crystals [19] by lasermilling suggests that this technique could also be successful in its
application to the fabrication of diamond pinhole crystalmirrors.
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